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Context – “Fit For 55”

The European Climate Law – statutory since July 2021 – lays down that EU 
Green House Gas (GHG )emissions must decrease by 55% by 2030 and be 
net-zero by 2050.

The European Green Deal is the package of legislation needed to achieve 
those targets. It covers the entire economy: industry, services, transport, 
farming, and the most important of all: buildings, since they alone account 
for 36% of EU GHG emissions.

No single sector can escape or reduce its burden, because all sectors are 
stretched to the limit. For example, car manufacturing has to be carbon-
neutral by 2035. That’s an industrial revolution. 



A Herculean Challenge for Real Estate 

The ‘hit’ for real estate will be even bigger than the ‘Fit for 55’ slogan 
suggests:

• The Commission estimates that, for all sectors to reach an overall 55% 
GHG emission reduction, buildings sector emissions will need to fall by 
60% by 2030 compared to 2015 levels.

• With emissions in the residential sector falling by 61%-65%.

• To get an idea of the scale of the step-change, consider that building 
emissions were reduced by 18% between 2005 and 2017. They now need 
to fall at nearly three times that rate.



A Determined European Union !

We have the first proof of EU determination with revision of the Energy 
Efficiency Directive (EED) and its Article on “the exemplary role of public 
bodies’ buildings”.

The current obligation to energy-renovate 3% of public bodies’ buildings per 
year is extended:

• from buildings owned and occupied by central government to all levels of 
government: central, regional, local and now to include rented buildings!

• From just any energy efficiency level to near-zero energy level!

Without the above extension relating to government buildings the EU would 
have lost all legitimacy to force a renovation step-change on the private 
sector in a proposed Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD).



Proposed Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings 
published on 15 December 2021

• Harmonisation of energy performance certificates so that everywhere, EPC class 
‘G’ represents the 15% worst-performing national building stock.

• Combined with minimum energy performance standards (MEPSs) laying down 
that:

▪ All public buildings and non-residential private buildings must be EPC ‘F’ class 
by 2027 and ‘E’ class by 2030.

▪ Private residential buildings must be ‘F’ class by 2030 and ‘E’ class by 2033.

The proposals concern all buildings among the 15% worst-performing 
segment, not just those up for rent or sale



A Financing Challenge

The greatest building and renovation effort since recovery from World War II, will 
require public support at the level of the post-war years.

For instance in the European Valuer Journal, Peter Sweatman, rapporteur of the 
Commission’s Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group (writing in a personal 
capacity) proposed:

“… guaranteeing access for all European homeowners to cost-effective, long-term 
funding for deep home renovations. … The EU can work with retail banks to offer 
millions of unified EU Renovation Loans backed with public guarantees and linked to 
the buildings’ value.”



EUROPEAN VALUATION STANDARDS 2020 

In 2019 TEGOVA anticipated the imposition of restrictions on the sale or 
rental of buildings below a certain EPC rating. This was long before the 
European authorities had done anything.

EVS 2020 now includes TEGOVA’s first-ever Standard on Valuation and Energy 
Efficiency.



EVS 6 Valuation and Energy Efficiency

“A legal obligation to renovate a building to a higher level of energy efficiency 
by a fixed date or at a certain inflection point (e.g. rental, sale) creates an 
unavoidable major cost that impacts Market Value, as the owner at that date 
or inflection point will have to pay for renovation works. 

Valuers must check for these legal deadlines and inflection points and when 
they appear, must estimate the cost of a renovation deep enough to meet 
the required new level of energy efficiency or future requirements that are 
sufficiently close to coming into force and consider the extent to which these 
costs affect the Market Value at the date of valuation.”



TEGOVA’s  Agenda on Energy Efficiency and Valuation 

TEGOVA has just nominated a new European Valuation Standards Board with 
a priority to draft Guidance Notes on how valuers are to adapt to the 
challenges of energy efficiency valuation. Already several countries like 
France are applying restrictions in the sale or rental of properties. There are 
some country examples in EVS 2020.

Perhaps the most important Guidance will concern financial support. Retail 
banks will undoubtedly be offering millions of unified EU Renovation Loans 
backed with public guarantees and linked to the buildings’ value.

Valuers will need to integrate that massive public support into their 
estimations.



Plant, Machinery and Equipment - Another Valuation Challenge

Clearly, there will have to be close cooperation between real estate valuers 
and plant, machinery & equipment valuers.

Konstantinos Pallis, my fellow Board member and Chairman of the European 
Plant, Machinery & Equipment Valuation Standards Board, will speak about 
that this afternoon.



Conclusion

As a profession, we’ve been deafened by green noise for so many years, that 
when the tipping point finally came, it caught many of us unawares.

Valuers are necessarily, professionally, conservative – We’re never very happy 
without our comparables.

But whatever the final outcome of the Energy Performance Buildings 
Directive negotiations, this time the writing’s on the wall: There will be an 
energy efficient building and renovation transformation of real estate 
markets.

We need to adapt our valuation processes and approaches now.
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